Record Attempt
	
A Reporter for a local TV station stood in an event hall, there were various people attempting Guinness world records in one way or another she was covering the event. She wore a beige pants suit her hair was held up in a bun. She was thirty two a bit short but attractive at five foot four. Next to her a cute petite oriental woman stood she was wearing a blue swimsuit with trainers. With the reporters heels she was a good five inches above the oriental woman. The woman was very toned and flexible she moved a little like a snake as if her bones were made of cartilage she stretched casually into a few seemingly impossible contorted posed. The light flashed on the camera and the reporter started her interview.  

“Hello I am Glenda Jackson with the Daily Comet News part of the Sunny View Media group. Today I am reporting on several world record attempts that are being held locally one of them is due to start shortly I am here with Annie Lee to talk about her record attempt. . . Annie could you tell us about yourself why you are attempting this challenge and about what this record attempt entails.”

The oriental woman looked nervous for a second then started speaking from some sort of pre rehearsed script or notes she had memorised. “Thank you Glenda I am a Chinese American my father is Chinese and my mother is American they met as students studying history. I am 21 years old I work as a contortionist and as an acrobat in several places from stage to circus. I have always wanted a Guinness world record so I thought that this was something I could do. Today I will be starting an attempt on the Guinness world record related to a straight jacket, not the fastest escape but the longest a person has consecutively worn a straight jacket sort of the opposite.”

Glenda moved closer to the slightly nervous girl smiling warmly and holding the microphone close to her, “So Annie how long is the challenge going to last and why did you decide to challenge yourself in this particular way. Aren’t there easier ways to get into the record book, what are some of the challenges of this record?” 
Annie had to think for a second then continued, “Well Glenda the current holder spent one and a half months tied up in a Posey straight jacket so I am planning to smash that record by spending three months continually wearing a straight jacket. I got the idea after I was challenged to see what I could do while wearing a straight jacket. Once I found that I was flexible enough that I could eat with chopsticks with my feet brush my teeth etc so I thought that I could do a challenge like this. There are easier challenges but I wanted something that would not be easy to beat. My flat mate Helen said that she would help me she arranged some sort of sponsorship for this event to pay for it and some other organisational necessities paper work that sort of boring stuff.”

Glenda could see a nervous look in Annie’s eyes she went for a weak spot
“Annie I hear that this is not your first attempt at the record.” Annie started to turn a little red. “Well Glenda that is correct about two months ago I did try an attempt it was more of a trial run with a Posey straight jacket” she paused looking bashful “after a week and a half I lost my resolve and wiggled my way out of the jacket. But this time Helen will be there to help me this time I won’t give up.” The reporter kept on going “Are you sure that you can go the distance this time?” Annie looked a little worked up, the questions were obviously getting to her. “Helen is a very good friend a very determined woman she will help me stick to it.” Annie had more faith in her friend than herself. The reporter spoke in a slightly condescending tone baiting Annie further. “Ok. .. Annie how do you think you will cope with the long term restriction of the jacket.”

Annie had been preparing for this question she answered confidently “Well I have an app on my phone so that I can do most things without hands, there will be a pocket on the jacket for my phone. I have a microphone and voice command, the same for my computer. The building I live in has an electronic lock I can just attach a tab to my straight jacket. I can wear lose elastic dresses which I can put on by myself and wear flip flop shoes and sandals so I can have my feet free to do any tasks I need, I am very flexible after all” Annie demonstrated by kicking off her shoes she balancing on one foot and putting her other foot up to her head then she plucked the microphone out of Glenda‘s hand with her toes “Helen will of course be there to help me so that I can keep going doing as much as possible with her help.”

Glenda snatched her microphone back, a tall brunette in a black dress and heels walked over to them the reporter half recognized her. Annie looked more confident
“Annie is that Helen now” Annie nodded. Helen greeted them and ushered them closer to a table where an official looking middle age man was staring at some paperwork. “Hi Annie and Glenda isn’t it we are about to start there have been a few changes that needed to happen due to the sponsorship deal I arranged could you just sign this.” There was a very fat pile of paperwork in front of Annie and she probably should have had a lawyer look through it, instead she showed utter confidence in her fiend. “Ok Helen sure.” Helen pointed to several places that she needed Annie to sign then the same again on a second set of documents. An official looking man in an expensive suit picked up one copy of the documents put it in a briefcase nodded to Helen and Annie then left.

Now that she had signed it Helen started to break the news of what exactly she had signed to Annie, Glenda just watched from the sidelines.
“Great thanks ok Annie we got a sponsor ship deal from a company called the-erotic-dungen.com they insisted that we use one of there straight jackets not the standard Posey.” Annie looked a little less confident in her friend but it was a little too late as Helen continued to bring Annie up to speed. “I have run it past the judges and they are ok with it, the jacket had to be as secure as a Posey jacket at the minimum.” 
Glenda chimed in the story had gotten a lot more interesting, “Helen this is a bit of a surprise can you tell me about this new jacket?” Helen pointed to something on a nearby table. The bundle of purple fabric must have been the straight jacket.
“Certainly Glenda it’s made of a material called SSSF or super strong super flex the super flex is a combination of spandex and neoprene it is used in those swimming suits and the competition diving suits. The super strong is quite new it is a brand name for an industrial weave product very similar to Kevlar so the garment is very tough. The material is only 3mm thick but incredibly flexible and hard wearing. You may remember before when you mentioned Annie slipped out of the old Posey jacket and invalidated her last attempt well I have been speaking to the designer for the-erotic-dungen.com”. 

Annie looked quite worried with the turn of events Glenda was positively grinning as she continued to push, “And what did they come up with Helen?”
Helen smiled as she steered Annie towards the table with the jacket there was also a bag with other items in it. Helen told the camera more about the jacket, “First off the jacket was made precisely to Annie’s measurements so that it will be very comfortable its custom made there will be two crotch straps so I don’t have to un-strap anything for her to do your business.”

Annie looked less reassured and more worried a sort of terror was building in the back of her mind. “Erm that s reassuring Helen.” Helen switched her focus from Glenda to Annie explaining how she was going to be wrapped up.
“The jacket comes with a high collar so that it will fit tightly around your neck, the jacket will be secured with a heavy duty zipper reinforced with a layer of secure straps. Also to stop you trying to fidget with any of the straps precautions have been taken like reinforcing the mittens with two extra layers of padding so that you can’t use your fingers.” Annie looked a little worried and nervous she was starting to fidget
“Don’t you think you could have told me first about this?”

Helen knew her room mate and friend she knew just how far she could push her
“Annie you might have backed out now you have signed a contract with certain stipulations, be a good girl and strip off that swimsuit so that I can get you into the jacket.” Annie looked nervous for a second a spark of conflict flashed behind her eyes then she pulled her arms out of the swim suit and slid it down her lithe toned little body she wanted this didn’t she, she had told Helen to make sure that it happened.
“Ok Helen I’m ready.” her voice faltered a little. Helen held the jacket up not giving Annie time to think time to examine her new prison. “Good girl Annie you notice its purple and it has there website on the front and back now just wiggle your arms into the sleeves.”

Annie held her arms out as Helen pulled the jacket up and over her arms getting it to rest on her shoulders. A little distress and embarrassment crept into Annie’s voice
“Helen it’s a bit tight around the arms.” The jacket was very tightly tailored and seemed just a little bit short on the sleeve length, Helen gently pulled “Just keep pushing there, your fingers are at the end of the sleeve feel around and you see that there is a glove and each finger has a corresponding slot.” Annie was starting to get more worried as she examined the jacket in detail “Ok Helen what are these zips for on the arms?” Helen gave her an explanation but it was hardly reassuring,
“Well Annie they pull the fabric tighter around your forearms making it much harder for you to wriggle out. I simply feed the zip in and bingo your in the jacket, let me just adjust the cups for your breasts.”

Annie squirmed around in the jacket finding a comfortable position while Helen pulled it a little tighter. “That is a little tight but quite comfortable.” Helen bent down and adjusted the arms, “Let me just zip these up on your forearms then this strap goes over the top and bingo it clicks into the lock hear.” Annie looked like she was having second thoughts as she pulled on the sleeves and they didn’t budge, she had no easy way out of the jacket. Helen pulled the zip up the back suddenly the jacket was very firmly in place. “This is rather tight”. Helen patted her on the shoulder “don’t worry Annie let me just get the crotch straps , just open your legs a little further, good girl there’s one locked in place and two locked in place.” the crotch straps were wide and clung tightly to Annie’s curves lifting her bottom up a little. Annie made a few grunts and groans as the straps were done up. Annie turned accusingly to Helen
“You didn’t have to make it that tight!!”

Helen calmly explained it Annie was at the point of no return where she was not getting away. “This jacket was designed so that all the straps only have one point that they lock in place. Its custom made for you a little tight but it will stop you fidgeting.”
Annie tried to rationalize it “Ok I guess I agreed to this mostly.” While she was talking Helen secured the back of the jacket further. “There are eight straps down the back of this jacket let me just get them done up good that covers over the zip.” Helen fastened the straps at the back of the jacket making sure that the whole construction was very firmly applied.

Annie looked at the front of the jacket she noticed that there was no central loop at the front of the jacket for her arms. “This thing seems a bit tighter what about my arms.”
Helen had a tight hold of Annie’s arms before she proceeded, “Well Annie now for a bit of a surprise we just feed your arms behind your back through the side loops and bingo one pull on the strap and your arms are tightly held out of the way.” 
Annie had lost the battle before she even had a chance to struggle now her arms were tightly sealed away she shouted at Helen accusingly while futilely tugging on her arms. “I never agreed to this it’s too tight!!” Helen had a confident look on her face she gave Annie a warning stare telling her that Annie’s comfort depended on how happy Helen was. “You are very flexible Annie now there is a gap of eight inches between the ends of the two sleeves. The arm strap is the one adjustable strap on the jacket I will continue to tighten it a little each day until both of the ends of the sleeves touch!”

Annie realised just how helpless she was she continued in a much more polite manner
“That’s a bit harsh! Helen can you get me something to cover up my crotch its embarrassing.” Helen smiled and reached into the bag on the table.
“Annie certainly I have just the thing for you remember that I caught you humping the furniture trying to masturbate last time you were in the straight jacket.”
Annie turned bright red and spoke very quietly clearly embarrassed. “Yes what about it.” Helen pulled a silvery item out of the bag Annie’s eyes went wide as she examined it, “I spoke to the people at the-erotic-dungen.com  and I have a nice custom made chastity belt for you it comes with a butt plug.” Annie tried to back away but Helen grabbed one of the straps at the back of the jacket Annie looked at her wide eyed and a little desperate “Helen please don’t that plug looks a little big.”

Helen explained to Annie just how bad things were going to get, on some level Annie thought she had brought it on herself. “Annie that’s the small plug they do a medium a large and an extra large and the plug can be changed, I will give you a few days to get used to the plug then your getting the next size up no arguments. They are even making a custom made XXL plug for you to try aren’t you lucky.” She fronded and pouted “Yes really lucky.” Helen began to move the belt into place “Now Annie just spread your legs a little and I will lock this on.” Annie tried to struggle but there was not that much she could do in the tight jacket. “No I refuse you can’t make me get that away form me” the belt was forced around her middle” please don’t no that’s to big Ouch ow oww Ooow!!!” The crotch plate was locked in place with a click and the plug was firmly locked between Annie’s buttocks, “Helen you bitch you belong in this straight jacket. That was massive at least it was lubed wait what’s that tingling sensation?” Helen smiled patting Annie on the bottom “Annie the plug was lubricated with something called extra strength amorous lube it will get you a little excited but with the chastity belt you will not be able to do anything about it.” Annie squirmed about against the belt trying to get comfortable. “Helen I never agreed to this get it off that’s just mean,” Annie‘s eyes went wide as saucers she bit her lower lip “oh god I can feel it working.” She started to squirm about in the belt and jacket “You’re a sadist let me guess you’re going to keep lubeing that plug with the stuff every day!”

Helen continued smiling something played across her face “I hadn’t thought about that but now you bet I will, you will be absolutely desperate but you’re sealed up in that tight little thing. Now the people at the-erotic-dungen.com gave me some accessories there is a nice skirt to go with the jacket just step into it.” Annie tried to get away from the next part of her outfit but Helen held her tightly. “I wont you can’t make me wear that. Ouch ok ok let go of my ear you can make me wear this.” The tight skirt was pulled up Annie’s legs in a few moments “This thing is two tight and to long I can’t even walk in it, it goes past my ankles!”

Helen looked down on Annie patting her on the head “Annie It’s a drum tight ankle length hobble skirt made out of the same material as the jacket it covers the chastity belt and clips to the skirt you want the chastity belt covered up.” An embarrassed squirming Annie nodded “Yes but how am I meant to walk in this skirt.” Helen got something form the bag and bent down in front of Annie. “Annie I have a pair of 3 inch heels that will allow you not to trip up on the edge of the skirt. “ Annie was fairly compliant as the tight shoes were fitted onto her feet, Annie took a few steps in the new footwear. “Hey these shoes are too tight, the heels seemed to lock when you put them on my feet I can hardly walk like this!” Helen spoke into the microphone “They are a range of shoes called Shackle stilettos they are produced by the-erotic-dungen.com, they come in heights of 3 inches four inches 5 inches six inches you have a selection of shoes we will soon have you in the six inch sky scrapers after you get used to the 3 inch ones we move up to the four inch ones after a few days.”

Annie looked really desperate right now, “Helen please let me out I know I owe you so much back rent and the loan. But please how am I meant to do anything with this lot on.” Helen looked confident she had another item behind her back. “that’s the point dear your not meant to do much of course I will personally make sure you keep up your exercise and flexibility regimes, before we get into an argument I have something else from the dungeon.” Annie tried to make an objection, “What is it mmm mmmph mumps.”

Helen forced something tightly into her mouth before she could speak. Glenda was sure that most of this was a publicity stunt to advertise the erotic dungeon .com or whatever the company was called but it was certainly entertaining to watch. “The harness ball gag is very secure with straps that go over the nose under the chin and around the head. The ball has an outer layer of flexible medical grade silicon the inside is sound absorbing foam that helps mute your protests, they come in sizes from 1 and a half inches up to three and a half inches increasing in half inch increments. your currently wearing the two inch ball gag after a few days we will try the 2.5 inch gag and so on the straps are tailored not to cut into your lips for long term comfort. There is a tube in the centre that can be used to feed you, I hope you enjoy a liquid diet. We have a large number of sponsored events to attend on behalf of the-erotic-dungen.com, I am sure you will be co-operative.”

Annie didn’t look like she wanted to be co-operative, “Mmmm mmmm mmm mmmph.” Helen continued on anyway, “We have a photo shoot tomorrow where we will test out a machine called the stretcher we will see how flexible you can be.”
Annie’s concerns were muffled “Mmmm mmm mmmm mmmph.” Helen started to lead her room mate away, “Let’s go home I can show you your new bed it was delivered while you were out, its a little more secure but you won’t toss and turn much” Annie just managed to mumble an insult around the gag, “Mmmu bumicmhm mmm mmmph.” Helen slapped her on the bottom, “Keep talking like that and you will sleep in a hood, Glenda that’s all we have time for I have to keep Annie to her schedule.”

A while later Glenda did a Follow up interview to see how everyone was getting on with the various record attempts, for one part of it she met Annie and Helen again.

Glenda held the microphone up to Annie “Mmm mmm mmmphh.” She smiled and pointed the microphone at Helen, “Annie seems to be a little quiet today maybe you would like to give us an update on her record attempt?”

Helen smiled she was wearing a purple cat suit with the erotic dungeons logo on it plus a pair of high heels. “Thanks Glenda as you can see she is a little less talkative It has been a fortnight now and I have been very busy making sure that she sticks to her record attempt. As you can see she is now wearing the three and a half inch wide flexible harness ball gag, doesn’t she look so cute and while it was a lot of effort to get it wedged in there it is so effective at stopping her little tantrums. Also there is a feeding tube inside the centre so I don’t have to remove it. The harness was also custom made so it could be extra tight no wiggle room not a single thing lose doesn’t she look so cute in those pigtails.” Glenda smiled “Adorable, Helen is it just me or doses that jacket look a little different?”

Helen continued to plug away, “Your quite right the Guinness world record people agreed we could take it off for half an hour a week to give Annie a much needed clean the people at the-erotic-dungen.com gave me a second jacket this one is quite a bit tighter on the waist and hips and includes a considerable shall we say uplift for the bust also the neck of the jacket is a little tighter reinforced to make it ridged, meaning she fidgets less, we were able to train her arms to go completely around her waist back to front and now there locked up tightly to very sexy isn’t it, that really seems to give a curve to her spine doesn’t it, they have an even better one in the works which we might see in a months time.” The reporter continued prompting Helen “What happened with the chastity belt?” Helen had a grin on her face, “Well Annie has been wearing it for two weeks now and I have trained her to take the XXL custom made butt plug. It has a large weight inside it that moves around whenever she moves, combined with the lube it is starting to drive her a bit crazy, lucky for her she is in a nice tight jacket. Also every morning I strap her legs up open the belt and give the plug a good smearing with the extra strength amorous lube frankly she is very horny all the time but there isn’t much she can do about it.”

Glenda looked at Annie, “She seems a bit taller?”
“We have been successful in getting Annie used to wearing the Shackle stilettos six inch sky scraper heels. It brings her up to five foot eight inches although sometimes they are a bit hard to balance in. The company are apparently looking to bring out a brand of ballet heeled boots they haven’t come up with a name but they are based on the same locking mechanism we will probably get a pair to try out on Annie in the next week or two”. 

Annie didn’t appreciate being used as a test dummy and voiced her objection as loudly as she could “Mmmm mmmm mmm mumps” which was not that loudly. Helen joked
“As you can see she is enthusiastic.” Glenda looked over Annie’s legs “That skirt seems a little different.” Helen patted Annie on the ass “That’s right Glenda dear it’s longer than the first one by three inches, so that the heels just show its also a tiny bit tighter Annie is wearing stockings under that so that it’s easier for her to walk with her legs sliding over the nylon.” 

Glenda continued “Has she done many promotional events?” Helen patted Annie on the shoulder “We have done a few for the company they have a couple of shops and a few trade events, plus a few photo shoots. Annie will be going through there range of gags hoods and collars for there new catalogue also she will be modelling there range of shoes ankle cuffs leg restraints skirts etc. Of course when the record is completed we will go back and photograph there range of corsets and arm restraints.”

Glenda had a wicked smile “Did Annie agree to all this?” Helen had an evil grin flash across her face “Well technically she did when she signed that document. But what she also signed gave me an enduring power of attorney over her affairs so that it is up to me to decide what is in her best interests so she wont be getting out of these restraints any time soon. I was also discussing it with the world record people about extending it to four months as a possibility to really cement the record”. Annie’s eyes went big as saucers “Mmmm mmmm mmmmp hh.”

The interview ended there


